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First published in 1865, Lewis Carroll's endearing tales of an imaginative child's dream world are
written with charming simplicity. While delighting children with a heroine who represents their own
thoughts and feelings about growing up, the tale is appreciated by adults as a gentle satire on
education, politics, literature, and Victorian life in general. All the delightful and bizarre inhabitants of
Wonderland are here: the White Rabbit and the Cheshire Cat, the hooka-smoking Caterpillar and
the Mad Hatter, the March Hare and the Ugly Duchess... and, of course, Alice herself - growing
alternately taller and smaller, attending demented tea parties and eccentric croquet games, and
observing everything with clarity and rational amazement. These novels are part of Brilliance
Audio's extensive Classic Collection, bringing you timeless masterpieces that you and your family
are sure to love.
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My first exposure to Lewis Carroll's classic children's story was through the 1951 Disney film
adaptation "Alice in Wonderland," which I watched repeatedly as a child. The creative quality of the
story never failed to fascinate me, and I kept going back despite my deep-rooted terror of the
frightful Queen of Hearts, who always gave me nightmares! However, it was not until recently, as an
adult, that I ever picked up the book/s upon which that film was based. In some ways I wish I had
read it when I was younger, as the book certainly makes a great deal more sense than the movie
does (as much sense as a story of this sort can, anyhow), but thankfully this book is unique in that it

is just as enjoyable for adults as for children.The story is actually spread across two books, here
contained in a single volume. "Alice's Adventures in Wonderland" was first published in 1865 and
relates the events that take place after young Alice falls asleep during her lessons and dreams of
following a white rabbit down a rabbit hole. Alice encounters all manner of strange creatures in her
dream, and finds herself in all sorts of curious predicaments where common sense fails and the
nonsensical comes to be expected. There is no central, concrete storyline, but rather Alice moves
rapidly from one bizarre situation to the next before waking once more and relating the whole
adventure to her sister.The second of the two books, "Through the Looking-Glass and What Alice
Found There," appeared in 1871 and is very similar in nature to the first, though having a slightly
different plot. Here Alice steps through an ordinary looking-glass one day, only to find herself in a
world where, if you wish to get anywhere, you must walk in the opposite direction!
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